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=ABSTRACT

This study was designed to explore the influences of
visual context upon sentence cemprehension in young children. Three-,four-, five -, and 'Si-x7yearold _-children-_i_were = presented- with_ various

=tasks- under constraints.-_ Fouront-ext conditionsio a =_kelpftil-,:pictured___COntext, a
helpful visual context_acted__out, _'and a =misleading =pictured
Ontextwere-used=iiii=teSting-TSentencet_comprehensionat

the- Sized _that-youngeri=children-=s,, performance:vould: bei_ most-
detect-by- varying Visual,==coritext arid-=_that==fewest:errors=wduld-

restilt with helpful ---contett,--mord-:With_ ficiJdontext,- and =the greatest
number Withcdrifusing- context. The-findingS_ SUpportedn_therhypOthesis.

:-_these_LfindingS for---language=
AstrUctiori (arid- performing -_il_rangOage:therapy)- i___the_=_TeXperiMenter
bridluclet_ that teaching= llangtiageiithrOUgh=_context=--madipulation_o
Onmiunication_ demand'i-situationS may-provd,morer-TrOlitable-_than
resent attempts =to- teach- age-rtids directly. __,(Author/LG)___
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Sociolinquistic Research in Communication Development

.4- The line of research reported in this. caper assunes that man's
j social and linguistic behaviors can be described by systems of rules. SuchN..rules= intend no prescriptions (Thou shalt not kill; Use "as" instead ofO "like-";) about how men should behave. They simply illustrate regularitiesin behavior. Insofar as man't behavior is not random, rule systems can

W describe it parsimoniously and powerfully.11.1

Linguists have profitably employed this proposition in constructinggrammarssets of rules to describe how men order sentences. Some socio-logists have employed similar tactics in-describing social_ behaviors.
Erving Coffman (1964) describes such rules in a manner superficially--
reminiscent of= etiquette_ books.

etear-OherSt iritereSted 6-it
used the research strategy_ _of deScribingapparent___irtiles -exhibsited_lAi their
speech= =behavior=. =- The ---maj-o-r-l-fodus:--to-,sidatel-Ehas--been----piy_ChOlinguittiei=-_-=

_

Researchers such as Roger-Brown, -David'1.4c:ge1-1, Peu1a_-_Menyuk,_end__:others_haVedescribed children's linguistic performances :in _light -of _what- grammatical rules
the=f= child_ adheres-i-

A parallel- research= idiredtion--:has--been-S-ociclin_guittids:- Reg-earchers
-stichci--as Dan Sobin4_ Courtney_=-Catden-,---andlLoisl-Blo-Oni---baVe±been-__interested in
Variations of = linguistic performande_-_--which- are pimarily-due__to- -social-
Variance-.- Put ahother way, this _line_ of research -(of which _the_-pretent paperis -`a -- part) is concerned_ with_ the effects of communication situations-Uponchildren's speech performance.
Children Dependence on Context

_ For several years, I have been sparing with one particular problemarea within the sphere of sociolinguistic studies in communication develop--
mentchildren's dependence upon surrounding visual context in communication.
Several theorists have observed that children are tightly bound to what theysee. On many occasions =,= this dependence aids communication, since childen
can point to objects =then are= unable to name, or demonstrate processes-
which they lack knowledge to describe in rature,grammatically acceptablefashion. I have attempted to explore the development of this contelitual
dependence by presenting children with Various linguistic tasks under variedvisual context constraints. Some of the constraints were designed -to= -aid
performance by providing "clues' correct responses; others were designed
to hinder performance by providing misleading "clues". Basically, the



prototype context conditions have been the following!

1. Helpful Visual Context. In this condition,_ a child
is asked to -per orrrni a task, and sonle visual referent
related -to the task is simultaneously shown to:him.
In =such a situation,_ the child can combine his cram,
matical knowledge with' visual situational cueS to
deduce- a correct answer.

2. No Visual ConteXt. In this condition, there is
no helpful oijict.=present. The child must comprehend
the task and produce. the linguistic performance
required Without contextual- a! d.

3. Confusing Vistial Context. In this condition, a =

visual -referent iFiffairT the subject, as in condition
1, but the-referent is intentionally :misleading. In
this- condition the child must choose between: conflicting

2

linguistic and contextual cues.

In addition to specific *aims in particular studies two general hypotheses. I
guided this research: 1. That younger children's performance would - =bemore
affected by varying visual context than would that of cider. children; and
2. That fewest errors would result with = helpful context, more =with no
context, and the greatest n er with = confusing _-context_.

_= Answers -tts-=QueStions_-

In the first experiment employing ese conditions, and four-
year-old children responded to questions about everyday objects (glass,
spoon, pencil, etc. ,) . In the "helpful" condition the object itself was
shown the subject as the question was asked. -In the "no-context" condition
the object was sham to -the= child but put out of sight before the question
was asked. In the "confusing' condition, the child vas shown one object
(for example, a spoon) = and asked about a different object ("What do you
do with a pencil?").

In some portions of the study there appeared to be an age-by-context
interaction in the predicted direction,- but it was not statistically
significant. Perhaps lack of significance was caused by_ age graups not
sufficiently discrete from each other. Perhaps the context variations had
little effect because, though they provided a reminder of the subject matter
of .the question, they provided_no hint about a poSsible "right answer"
as opposed to "wrong).

In any case, the data provoked me sufficiently to try a second study.



Sentence Comprehension

In this study, -2 four age groups of children (3, 4, 5, 6) were
presented with a sentence comprehension- task using "reversible- passive"
sentences, a construction known to be difficult for children. A sample item:

Experimenter: Lucy is kissed by Charlie Brown. Who is doing
the kissing?

- In the "helpful" condition, children were shown-a picture depicting the
action (Charlie Brown kissing Lucy on the cheek). In the no-context condi- -
tion, no picture was shown. In the confusing context condition a misle-ading
picture was shown. (In the example above, the misleading picture would show
Lucy kissing Charlie Brown on the cheek). Subjects were carefully instructed
to respond to the meaning of the sentences, and warned that the pictures
might try to trick them.

-Results__ revealed-that threetyearolds- __perforMance_-was fine with help--
ful-picture but deteriorated when -thel_picturewas-±-:absent-._-:__ All older childreii
were-quite successful in--both helpful- and_no-!context_ condition.__-We reported"

ec_attl;e -of the-- "perfe-ct-" -but no statistics
are,_ heeded to_ demonstrate the salience of__ the __difference __between. threenrear-
O- ldi==_and -66--_=-1n=--th-e==ho--,conte

The confusing context condition fooled_ -eve Even seven-year-
olds chose the picture over the sentence more than percent) of the time.
Perhaps thii condition was so 'difficult ecause the picture suggested a
"right" answer. Perhaps the difficulty was due to the straightforwardness
of the picturecompared to a sentence which required some thought to decode.
Another possibility is that the verbal performance of naming an actor other
than the one pictured, proved an obstructing variable. This last possibility
is being examined by a study now in progress, in which subjects are asked
"act out" the sentence using toys and dolls.
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Whatever the causes, the variations of= context condition seem a
more important variable in some contexts than in others. The research
problem which this suggeSts is: what kinds of conditions make visual
context vary in= importance as socioli.nguistic determiners of children's
speech performance.

Variables Influencing Importance of Context

The last study to be reported here attempted (with only partial suc-
cess) to address itself to these issues. Since the major differences in
previous research had been between three-year-olds and everyone -else, this
study employed threenrear-olds and five-year-olds as subjects. Since task
difficulty may have been a factor in previous results, test materials
included both active-declarative and reversible-passive sentences of similar
(and counterbalanced) content: -

arleBroom = - is= kissed

SinCe'the haturei-of--=_t e=i-f-vistali-context----( Objects vs.-_- pictures)- -=may= have -an
helpful-Ticture conditions--

the _experimenter
"Acted=out " ---a-sentence--wi zstaa- 011s-At'=-,hes-presented-= _sentence===to===the_

=compre-
hension_

the_ -Study--= examined= -_--reSponses_17--to-s:__ tation,-an
hens ion-, tasks_._-- _It --was predicted -ith at-- -in -= animation -- --task-, which: requires less
-personal -involvement-1.n- the --,proceSs
comprehension likelyz-f-t6==-:depend=_ less---"Upon- context.
Similarly,_ since-, imitation __is,- -likely- -ito -be an _ "e_asier- task than coraprehensipn /
this-;Nariable _might-speakto=-_the-itelationship_ between task difficUlty---and
dependence_

sults revealed that = five -year-olds were more successful than
three-year-olds in a .1 taslr.s 01 Passive sentences--were more

Imitation oMprehensiOn,--

difficult to repeat (p (.001) , but not th comprehend eir active
counterparts. 3. The imitative performance for reversible passive sentences
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Sentence Type Imitation domprehension

Active .77

Passive 63 .88

was lower for three -year - olds only (age by active-passive interaction,
pc .026). 4. Context conditions caused significant variation of performance,

Imitation Only_

Active Positive

(pa .006) in the comprehension tas u ere was no difference between
elpful picture" and= the -- "helpful == activity wi h_do s" conditions.

rehensionfOn

An "eyeball" of this data suggests a possible interaction with age which is
not statistically significant (pro .152). 5. In the imitation task, dif-
ferences between context conditions are not significant (1)34.103) and insofar
as__then= may = exist they are opposite to what might have been Empected:
nerformance is highest in the no context condition



Older children- do better than younger ones, and perhaps (pm .15) are
less troubled by context variations: We are still cloudy.on this issue.
Whereas task difficulty (active va. passive) is quite important for= imitation,
the context conditions fail to have much effect upon repetition performance:**
In fact imitation may be easier (p= .10) without context: The performance
is purely verbal and may be accomplished wilt overt thought of meaning,
so it is possible that "helpful" context simply gets in the way.

There are many unresolved puzzles, but the following proposition are
supportable:

1. Variations of visual context affect sentence compre-
hension 'for both active and reversible passive sentences.

correct

xt-, nders rforrance of

-gtiffidan eteil7COnteX
emeMonand_t_nra_ d.-

cOnte- -.=_Anost_r=impottant-i-w
-be consciousoUs - processed -to

In-l'addition, I_ suspect_-fUture: studies- may ,yet establish a stable -age context

interaction- lori_three --and ;-fiVe_-year--old= vtoups_. of -task- difficulty:

TheSe lindings may haVe implications for language instruction.
Presenting sentences-which are new to=a child along with some _helpful visual

context may aid comprehension and thus stimulate gransnatical development. '-

On the whole, the concept- of teaching language (and- perfOrmin/ language

therapy) through context manipulation of communication demand situations may

prove more profitable than -present theoretically vacuous- and - empirically
refutable= attempts to= teach language ru es rectly.
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